REQUIREMENTS FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES

Students are expected to assume responsibility for planning their academic programs in accordance with University and department policy. Students are responsible for obtaining information about program requirements via this catalog in the Program A-Z section or in the catalog for their program year, at the beginning of their time at CMU. They are responsible for reviewing the specific requirements for the degree, minor, and/or certificate being pursued. If enrolled at CMU as a degree-seeking student prior to the current year, students can use the prior year’s program sheets website and choose the appropriate year in the left hand menu. Students are urged to consult with their advisors when creating their graduation plans. The University assumes no responsibility for difficulties arising when students fail to establish and maintain contact with their faculty advisors or department heads. Students are ultimately and solely responsible for knowing the requirements for a particular degree/minor/certificate and for fulfilling those requirements.
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Registrar’s Office
Lowell Heiny Hall Suite 449
Colorado Mesa University
1100 North Avenue
Grand Junction CO 81501-3122
Call 970.248.1555